I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have emerged as a new information-gathering platform with a large number of self-organized sensing nodes. These networks can be used in many environments such as intelligent battlefields, smart hospitals, earthquake response systems, and learning environments. In most applications, energy supply and communication bandwidth are constrained for sensor nodes [5] . Therefore in order to shorten network lifetime and efficiently use the limited bandwidth, energy efficiencies need to be improved. Such constraints challenge researchers to design and manage WSNs with energy-awareness at all layers, especially for a typical deployment of a large scale sensor network [6] . At the network layer, finding methods for energy-efficient route discovery and relaying of data from the sensor nodes to the Base Station is highly desirable. There are still other concerns when designing WSN protocols, such as fairness, fault tolerance, Node/link heterogeneity, network dynamics etc. The dynamic and lossy nature of wireless communication poses major challenges to reliable, selforganizing multihop networks. Especially for dense WSN with a few hundred nodes, the energy conservation, scalability and self-configuration are primary goals [7] [8], while per-node fairness and protocol simplicity are less important.
When designing routing algorithms for large-scale WSN, other factors potentially interact with routing, such as realistic connectivity of nodes [9] [10] . For an actual sensor network, the connectivity graph should be discovered by sharing local communication quality measurements. A nearby node could have the better communication link, but due to multipath, collision, congestion or other realistic factors, it Lei Wang,K. Wendy Tang are with Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY 11794-2350, Email: leiwang,wtang@ece.sunysb.edu is not guaranteed. Thus when designing routing algorithms for large-scale WSNs, the communication quality needs to be taken into account since geographically proximate nodes may not produce optimal routes.
Inspired by our own protocol -Cayley Pseudo-Random Protocol [2] and our implementation [11] for a Wireless System in Treatment of Sleep Apnea, we propose and implement our Cayley Graph into a single-transceiver platform [12] , Xbow's Mica2 [3] . Also inspired by the selforganized protocol-Xmesh [9] [13], which has Link Estimator to evaluate motes' realistic connectivity likelihood, we combined our highly scalable Cayley Graph Topology [1] with Xbow's Mica2 Xmesh. We overlayed a degree 4 Cayley graph to Xmesh routing algorithm so that selection of routes with quality measured by Xmesh Link Estimator is based on the underlying Cayley graph. We implemented this topology in TinyOS's emulator, PowerTossim [4] . For benchmark, we also propose a simplified protocol based on Cayley Graph, Random Degree-4. Random Degree-4 does not search the shortest path for communication, instead nodes just select their neighbors in Cayley Graph topology randomly. We can imagine there will be more collision and longer paths to Base Station, therefore more energy consumption.
In this paper, Section II describes the routing algorithm for Cayley Graph on single-transceiver platform; Section III covers the design and implementation of Cayley Graph in TinyOS's emulator, PowerTossim; Section IV provides simulation results, analysis and discussion whereas conclusion is included in Section V.
II. THE ROUTING ALGORITHM FOR CAYLEY GRAPH ON SINGLE-TRANSCEIVER PLATFORM

A. Cayley Graph Overview
Symmetric, regular, undirected graphs are useful models for the interconnection of multicomputer systems. Dense graphs of this sort are particularly attractive. Based on group theoretic constructions, Cayley Graph [14] are in this category of graphs [1] . The construction of Cayley graphs is described by finite (algebraic) group theory.
Definition : A graph C = (V, G) is a Cayley graph with vertex set V if two vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ V are adjacent ⇐⇒ v 1 = v 2 * g for some g ∈ G where (V,*) is a finite group and G ⊂ V \ {I}. G is called the generator set of the graph.
Note that the identity element I is excluded from G. This prevents the graph from having self-loops. In this paper, we are interested in undirected, degree-4 Cayley graphs. In other words, we are dealing with Cayley graphs whose generator set consists of two group elements and their inverses. In Cayley graphs, vertex is transitable and vertex density is high. The dense property of Cayley graphs implies that they can connect a large number of nodes via a small number of hops through intermediate nodes. The vertex-transitive property is very useful for routing. It means that a Cayley graph "looks the same from any node", which maps path-searching between two arbitrary vertices to a path already known from a fixed vertex. In other words, routing between vertices i and j can be determined by finding paths between 0 and j. This property is the basis for a distributed routing algorithm, the vertex transitive routing in. Figure 1 is an example of a 21-node, degree-4, Borel Cayley graph in the integer domain. The graph has V = {0, 1, ..., 20}, and the connection are defined as [1] : Let V = {0, 1, ..., 20}. For any i ∈ V , if i mod 3 = : 0: i is connected to i+3, i-3, i+4, i-10; mod 21 1: i is connected to i+6, i-6, i+7, i-4; mod 21 2: i is connected to i+9, i-9, i+10, i-7; mod 21 
B. Shortest Path Algorithm for Cayley Graph
In order to implement Cayley Graph into Xbow's motes, we developed a new algorithm of path-searching to find the shortest path between any two vertices. In [2] , each vertex has 4 degree, 2 for incoming communication and 2 for outgoing communication. In this paper, the 2 incoming and 2 outgoing channels merge into one channel for single halfduplex transceiver. Therefore multiple choices of shortestpath selecting in terms of hops (the concern of realistic connectivity/communication cost is taken into account by embedding Link Estimator, see Section III) exist. To better understand this, see Figure 2 : Tree View with node 0 as root. Clearly, for instance, from Cayley graph node 9 has four connected neighbors: node 6, 12, 13, 20, among which node 6 and node 20 have the shorter paths than node 12 and 13. Thus for node 9, two possible and equivalent "shortest paths" (in terms of hops) do exist.
In our Cayley graph, each node has 4 degree connection (link α, β, γ, θ), and not any information of communication cost is provided before this Cayley graph is implemented in real Sensor Networks. Therefore for implementation, typical Dijkstra algorithm faces the problem of equivalent path selection and falls into the category of breadth or depth search algorithms. Also the complexity of Dijkstra algorithm is O(n 2 ), in Sensor Networks it could consume more energy of CPU and scales poorly to large networks if we leave motes to find the shortest path instead of pre-loading the routing table in this paper (for simplicity). Realizing the above factors and inspired by "On-Demand Route Discovery" by Johnson [16] , we chose our own algorithm combined with Depth-First-Search [17] and Breadth-FirstSearch algorithm [18] . Below is the description of this algorithm.
• Step 1: Initialize the four possible paths and corresponding distance of each node with infinite numbers. • Step 2: Starting from the four nodes j directly connected to node 0 (distance = 1), Breadth-First search the nodes below these four nodes with the recursive function. 1) While the depth of searching ≤ log 4 (n) + 1, do 2). 2) If next connected node j1/j2/j3/j4 is not visited through this link α/β/γ/θ, in other words, distance = infinity, and j1/j2/j3/j4 is not root of this tree, go to the following procedure: a) Update the distance and path information for node j1/j2/j3/j4; b) Find the next four connected nodes of node j4, flag this link α/β/γ/θ, call procedure 1).
• Step 3: Among the paths of each node, select the those with minimum distance, and flag those corresponding links in routing table for the tree with node 0 as root.
• Step 4: Manipulating the vertex transitive formula given by [2] , generate the routing table for other vertices.
The complexity of this algorithm is O(16log 4 (n)), which ensures a better searching efficiency. We searched the "shortest path" for 21-node, 55-node, 110-node 253-node and 465-node Cayley graph, for the densest 465-node graph, it only took around 1 second to finish the searching on a Dell GX620 desktop.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF CAYLEY GRAPH IN TOSSIM
We demonstrate the effectiveness and measure the performance of our protocol in a testbed emulator, which can be considered as a real testbed (See Section III.A), for wireless sensor network of motes developed by University of California, Berkeley and commercialized by Xbow [3] , MoteIV [19] , Inc. The mote is the hardware platform which consists of Processor/Radio boards (MPR, Mote Processor Radio) and has a 8-bit Atmel AT90LS8535 microcontroller running at 4 MHz. It has a low power radio transceiver module CC1000 which operates at 916.5/433/315 MHz and provides a transmission rate of 19.2 Kbps.
The mote runs on a small event-driven operating system called TinyOS. The TinyOS operating system is open-source, extendable, and scalable. The TinyOS system, libraries, and applications are written in nesC, a new language for programming structured component-based applications and primarily intended for embedded systems such as sensor networks.
A. The Cayley Graph Implementation
Our Cayley Graph Implementation can support large scale networks, but implementing large scale WSN for real motes is limited by budget and space factors. Therefore, our approach is to simulate the Cayley Graph Implementation in the TinyOS sensor network emulator, Power TOSSIM. Implementation for a few motes could be carried out after simulation in Power TOSSIM, for test purpose. Power-TOSSIM [4] , an extension to TOSSIM, is a scalable simulation environment for wireless sensor networks and provides an accurate, estimation of node power consumption. Power TOSSIM can capture the detailed, low-level energy requirements of the CPU, radio, sensors, and other peripherals based on the Mica2/Mica2dot/MicaZ sensor node platform. Our implementation is based on Power/Radio Model of Mica2 in Power TOSSIM and the operating frequency is 915 MHz.
1) Introduction to Xmesh:
The multihop routing protocol , Xmesh [9] , is implemented in a TinyOS's application called Surge. Base on Surge, we integrate our routing algorithm into it. Xmesh is a distributed routing process that has three local processes: link quality estimation, neighborhood management, and connectivity-based route selections ( Figure  3 ). Link quality of each node's neighbors is characterized by the component of Link Estimator. The neighborhood management process decides how the node chooses neighbors for paths. Link estimation and neighborhood management build a probabilistic connectivity graph. The routing process then builds topologies upon this graph. These three processes together form a holistic approach with the goal of minimizing total cost and providing reliable communications. The core component of Xmesh is the neighbor table which contains status and routing entries for neighbors; its fields include MAC address, routing cost, parent address, child flag, reception (inbound) link quality, send (outbound) link quality, and link estimator data structures. The Component of Parent selection is run periodically to select one of the potential neighbors for routing. The route messages has fields of parent address, estimated routing cost to the base, and a list of reception link estimations of neighbors. When a node receives a route message already in its neighbor table, the corresponding entry is updated. If not, the neighbor table manager decides whether to insert the node or drop the update. Originated data packets, such as outputs of local sensor processing, are queued for sending with the parent as the destination. Incoming data packets are selectively forwarded through the forwarding queue. To avoid cycles the corresponding neighbor table entry is flagged as a child in parent selection. Duplicate forwarding packets are eliminated. When cycles are detected on forwarding packets, parent selection is triggered with the current parent demoted to break the cycle. In Xmesh, if a node is triggered by some sensing event, it will send the message to the sink for reporting and this message will be put into the originating FIFO queue. If a node get a message from its children, it will check its table periodically to decide its parent and route information according to link estimation and cost calculation and put this message into forwarding queue. All messages go to Table management component first, then in Routing Table node's neighbors information will be provided in order to estimated in Estimator. Component of Cycle Detection protect cycle forming. Aftermath, component of Parent Selection decide node's parent and the message will be put into Forwarding queue.
2) Overlaying Cayley Graph with Xmesh: Our program reads the routing table from a local file (before compiling), and selects the next neighbor/parent node when the TX buffer is ready for this local node. In our routing table, "-1" indicates the corresponding link is not to the shortest path. We first generated the routing table for vertex 0 as root and routing tables for other vertices are derived by vertex transitive formula given by [1] .
Each node does not necessarily store the whole routing table since it only needs its own parents information. For example, if node 11 needs to send message to Base, node 0, node 11 just stores the first entry (the possible parents to reach node 0) in its corresponding routing table. This concern is critical especially for large scale sensor networks since motes have limited memory size, 4 KB for Mica2 [12] and 10 KB for Tmote [19] .
According to Cayley graph topology, some non-leaf nodes will undertake more forwarding traffic through themselves, while leaf nodes only forward less traffic. This will lead to low fairness (See Section IV). Future improvement is also covered in Section V. When the local node receives a message from other nodes, which means RX buffer has something for this node, it forwards this message to its parent. This receiving/forwarding behavior is implemented by modifying the radio stack of this node.
B. Integration of Link Estimator for Cayley Graph
As described above, in Cayley Graph topology for single half-duplex transceiver, some nodes have multiple choices of selecting parents. Inspired by the concept of Link Estimation [9] [10], we adopt Link Estimator Interface in the Multihop Routing protocol for sensor networks called "Reliable Route" or "XMesh" [13] on MAC layer, designed to satisfy the dynamic and lossy characteristics of WSN. As we know, communication cost is an abstract measure of distance. Hop count, transmission and retries and reconfigurations over time can be the cost. Xmesh defines Minimum Transmission(MT) [9] as cost:
This kind of quality is evaluated in terms of Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and therefore ensures the realistic communication factors to be taken account into. In our Cayley graph, nodes with multiple parents selection choose their parents according to parents' real connection cost to Base Station. To compute link quality, in TinyOS a node snoops [10] on the packets sent by each neighbor, and checks the addresses. A node determines the link quality to a neighbor by monitoring the ratio of packets received from that neighbor to the number of packets sent by that neighbor. In our implementation, we only compare the link qualities of potential parents by integrating Link Estimation interface [20] into our configuration. A higher return value (ranged in [0,255]) from LinkEstimator.getQuality() implies that the link to the parent is estimated to be of a higher quality than the one that results in a smaller return value.
C. Random Degree-4 Implementation
In order to have a better scope how our implementation works in Power TOSSIM and a wider testing scope, we also propose the very simplified version of our protocol: Random Degree-4 protocol. In Random Degree-4, each node does not need a routing table for its own, and it simply take any of its four parents randomly according to Cayley graph connectivity. For example, in 21-node network, node 9 has four neighbors-node 6, 12, 13 and 20, and it just takes one of them randomly as parent. The concern of creating loops is solved automatically since Surge program takes care of it with a component so called Cycle detection [10] .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Simulation and Results
In order to scale the network size for our Cayley graph protocol and evaluate the performance of each network, 21-node, 55-node and 110-node network were simulated in Power TOSSIM. Due to limited computing ability, larger networks were not simulated. In future, we will seek the methods to release the simulator memory stack and speed up our simulation for larger network.
All simulations of Cayley Graph/Random Degree-4/Surge were executed for 737 virtual/simulated seconds and with the same random seed to ensure the same booting sequence. Also in our simulation, same random location deployment schemes were applied to the specific sized network, for example, for 110-node, all three applications of Cayley Graph/Random Degree-4/Surge had the same physical deployment. The Radio model in Power TOSSIM Sets the bit error rate between motes according to their location and various models of radio connectivity. We used the CC1000's "Empirical" radio model (bit error rate between motes according to their location and empirical models of radio connectivity) which is based on an outdoor trace of packet connectivity. The duty cycle, which determine the percentage of time of periodic sleeping, listening, transmitting and receiving, were set with same default value-mode 0 (see Section B).
To evaluate Power Consumption, we used Power Profiling which provides direct view of power consumption for each application and for each hardware component. The power consumption of Radio, CPU, LED, EEPROM and Total were recorded into a matrix file for analysis.
B. Power Consumption Analysis
1) With Full Duty Cycle:
Power Consumption of each component for different simulation are in the unit of MiliJoules. For comparison purpose, the Power Profiling information of different applications were plotted in the same figure for same specific sized network. For instance, Figure 4 shows the power consumption of Cayley Graph/Surge/Random Degree-4 with 55 nodes. The different bars represent consumption of different components, and the whole bars mean the total consumption. For 21-node and 110-node network, we had the similar plots. From Figure 4 , one can tell that Surge and Random Degree-4 distribute energy with a almost uniform manner, whereas Cayley Graph obviously assigns the consumption of each node with relatively wider difference.
To visually show the effects of network size and different applications, we calculated the average total consumption of each application for different network size and plotted into Figure 5 . From this figure, it turns out that:
• As networks grow larger the total power consumption of each application will also increase with a certain amount; • Compared with Random Degree-4 and Surge, Cayley Graph consumes least power in average. 
2) With Various Duty Cycle:
In order to save power consumption for applications, CrossBow motes use duty cycles to conduct the radio operations: sleep, initialize radio, radio crystal start-up, receive/transmit, sample, sleep [13] . TinyOS provides functions called SetListeningMode()and SetTransmitMode() to achieves Low Power Listening and different duty cycles. Basically there are four duty cycle modes: 0, 1, 2, 3 (100%, 35.5%, 11.5%, 7.5%) [21] . We integrated the above functions into our Cayley Graph to change duty cycle modes and simulated our applications with different network sizes. Clearly with larger duty cycle mode applications consume less energy. Figure 6 shows the duty cycle effect on WSN with 55-node for all applications.
C. Statistic Results
Histogram of total power consumption were also plotted and analyzed in order to have the view in statistic domain. Simulations show that Cayley Graph has a more diversified energy distribution than Random Degree-4 and Surge for all sized network. Standard deviation of each simulation was evaluated and compared in the same plot. From Figure 8 , one can see that for Cayley Graph has the largest normalized standard deviation (standard deviation over corresponding average value) for all of component consumption. The normalized standard deviation for Cayley Graph falls into the range of [6%, 7%], whereas Random Degree-4 and Surge/Xmesh only oscillate around 2%. Thus we can draw the conclusion that Cayley Graph consumes less energy on the average but trade off with fairness. This variability in power consumption can make a few nodes in Cayley Graph run out of power earlier than other nodes. New techniques to deflect some traffic through these nodes are required.
Duty cycle also has effects on the standard deviation of power consumption. Figure 9 shows with radio always on (mode 0), the deviation difference between Cayley Graph and Random-4/Surge is the largest; when other duty cycles are applied to applications, collisions/backoff/retransmit scheme 
D. Discussion and Analysis
By looking into the tree view of Cayley Graph topology for single half-duplex transceiver, the above simulation and analytical results can be understood: in graph domain, Cayley Graph treats nodes differently, in other words, some non-leaf nodes will undertake more forwarding traffic through themselves, while leaf nodes only forward less traffic; Surge and Random Degree-4 do not "discriminate" nodes and therefore distribute energy almost uniformly; Cayley Graph ensures very few hops to reach the Base Station, the average hops are 2.1, 2.89, 3,74, 5.39 for 21/55/110/253-node network respectively; Cayler Graph has the less average power consumption (1.3%/2.8%/3.6%/5.2% less than Surge/Xmesh). In Figure 9 , by fitting the power-saving data, we expect to achieve 6% power consumption saving for 500-node network relative to Surge's consumption. In Cayley graph, each node has 4 degree connection (link α, β, γ, θ), shortest paths in terms of hops exist. To reach to the Base Station in sensor networks, this Cayley Graph Implementation on Single Half-Duplex transceiver platform has multiple shortest paths, which leads to the multiple parent selection. By adopting the Link Estimator Interface in TinyOS, our implementation not only takes advantage of Cayley Graph topology, but also utilizes the realistic communication cost (Minimum Transmission) to satisfy the dynamic and lossy characteristics of Wireless Sensor Networks. Our implementation consumes less power, but at the same time the fairness is trade off with a relatively mediocre amount (with duty cycles less than 100% the amount will be relatively smaller). In the future research, scaling network size beyond 400-node and achieving a good value of fairness by dynamically changing positions of those heavy-traffic nodes in Cayley Graph, are our primary goals.
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